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EFFECTS OF LATERAL CONFINEMENT
IN A SUPERLATTICE

Abstract

We discuss the progress that we have had in studying the effects that lateral confinement

has in the electronic bandstructure of a superlattice, and consequently, on its current-

voltage characteristics. This study has been divided into several parts. First, we study

devices that make use peculiarities in their electronic bandstructure in order to understand

the possible applications of a custom-made bandstructure. Then, we concentrate on

superlattices and their properties. Next, we will try to put forward a hypothesis of the

effect that the lateral confinement of electrons in a superlattice will have in the electronic

bandstructure of the superlattice. Finally, we will mention the methods that we are using

to try to verify our hypothesis on lateral confinement of superlattices.

Although we do not have any specific results that would verify the hypothesis that lateral

confinement of a superlattice affects its electronic bandstructure and 1-V characteristics,

we present a summary of other experiments that try to confine carriers laterally in

semiconductors using different fabrication techniques. We believe that these experiments

will help us have a better idea of the effects of lateral confinement. Our work in

simulating the electronic bandstructure of a superlattice when it is laterally confined is still

going on.
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Introduction

Bandgap engineering, the manipulation of individual layers of atoms in crystal grown on a

wafer to achieve useful properties that would otherwise not exist, has become something

of a Holy Grail for solid state physicists and engineers. However, bandgap engineering is

still in its infancy. What has made it possible are new fabrication techniques. These new

techniques of semiconductor crystal growth have given engineers and physicists extremely

precise control of layer thickness. For instance, with molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), it is

possible to grow just one layer of atoms at a time on a semiconductor wafer. Although

very expensive, this approach obviously guarantees a virtually perfect crystal structure.

When we start building devices that have layers of one or a few atoms, the physics of the

device must change as we enter the quantum realm.

Semiconductor devices consisting of hundreds of such superthin layers behave very

differently from those made ofbulk crystal. Engineers can tailor-make devices to yield a

whole range of otherwise unobtainable but useful electronic or optical properties. What is

being changed is the electronic bandstructure of the material. For example, a GaAs-AlAs

superlattice will not have the same bandstructure as a GaAlAs alloy. The bandgap of the

semiconductor material, or the difference in energy between the conduction and the

valence band, is being changed. Also, new "bandgaps" are being created. There will be

several extra energy levels in both the conduction and valence bands.

The electronic bandstructure of a semiconductor defines many of its properties. Through

bandgap engineering, we can raise or lower the velocity at which electrons or holes may
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The electronic bandstructure of a semiconductor defines many of its properties. Through

bandgap engineering, we can raise or lower the velocity at which electrons or holes may

travel thorugh a lattice of atoms. We can also raise or lower the bandgap of the

semiconductor. If it is a direct gap semiconductor, we would be able to tune the

wavelenth of the light emitted by raising and lowering the bandgap.

There are essentially three tools that are used by bandgap engineers: alloying, which

changes the chemical composition of a semiconductor; the introduction ofmechanical

strain between crystal layers; and the juxtaposition of heterogeneous materials to form

heterojunctions. We will concentrate on the last method.

In superlattices, an artifical bandstructure is created. In studying the effects of lateral

confinement of carriers in the electronic bandstructure of a superlattice, we hope to

provide a means to adjust the electronic structure of the superlattice after its fabrication

has been completed.
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I. Transferred Electron Devices

In order to understand how practical and useful it is to have a variety of electronic

bandstructures, we first studied devices that use peculiarities in their bandstructure as an

advantage. There are several examples of these devices, but we chose to use the

transferred electron devices, also known as Gunn diodes or Gunn oscillators, because they

have some characteristics that we believe can be improved in a superlattice.

1.1 Gunn Diodes

The Gunn diode is a transferred electron two-terminal device with very important practical

applications at microwave frequencies. These devices are widely used as radar local

oscillators and as transmitters for low-power radars. Gunn diodes have much larger

efficiencies that those obtained with the best power transistors at RF frequencies. They are

used for microwave generation and amplification. Their operating frequency range is from

5 to 25 GHz and their continuous power is up to a few hundred milliwatts.

1.2 The Gunn Effect

The transferred electron effect, or Gunn effect, was first discovered by J.B. Gunn in 1963.

He was testing a number of thin specimens made ofn-type GaAs and n-type InP. Gunn

found out that above some critical voltage, the current in every specimen became a

fluctuating function of time. In the GaAs specimens, this fluctuation took the form of a

periodic oscillation superimposed upon the pulse current .[1]
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Gunn established that the period of oscillation was usually inversely proportional to the

length of the specimen and closely equal to the transit time of electrons between the

electrodes. The theoretical basis for explaining the Gunn effect already existed in papers

by Ridley and Watkins [2] and Hilsum [3]; however, Gunn dismissed them as unrelated.

The Gunn effect can be explained if it is assumed that these semiconductors have a

negative differential bulk conductivity above the oscillation threshold and that the current

oscillations are due to the periodic nucleation and disappearance of traveling space-charge

instability domains. This negative mobility is a result of the conduction band structure of

GaAs and other semiconductors. Figure 1.1 shows the current-voltage characteristics of a

semiconductor with a negative resistance region. Vth represents the threshold voltage at

which the negative differential conductance and the oscillations start.
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GaAs is a direct gap semiconductor with a conduction band minimum occurring at k=O,

Figure 1.1 J-V characteristics.

the center of the Brillouin zone. It is typical of direct gap semiconductors that the
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conduction band effective mass is relatively low, and GaAs is no exception to this rule. In

addition to this central valley, GaAs possesses satellite valleys; that is, additional

conduction band minima with higher effective masses at higher energies. These energies

are large compared to kT. In the particular case ofGaAs, the minimum of the satellite

valley is at about 0.36 eV from the minimum of the central valley. Figure 1.2 shows a

simplified bandstructure ofGallium Arsenide.

Upper valley
High mass, low

mobility electrons

Lower valley

�)Low mass, high
mobility electrons

__-"""''''"''' C_o_n_d_u_ct_io_n_b_a_n_d_
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n Valence band

Figure 1.2 Simplified bandstructure ofGaAs.

At room temperature, and in the absence of any electric fields, all electrons will occupy the

central valley since the energy separation between it and the satellite valleys is large

compared to kT. Because of the very low effective mass in the central valley, the

electrons have the high mobility that is characteristic of these semiconductors; but, for the

same reason, the electrons are also very easily heated by an external electric field. When
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this heating takes place, an increasing fraction of electrons reaches energies approaching

the magnitude of the satellite-valley energies, thereby becoming scattered into these

valleys. The large effective mass of the satellite valleys and the possibility of intervalley

scattering between them cause the mobility of these high-energy electrons to be much

lower than the mobility of the central valley electrons. As a result, the overall average

electron mobility and conductivity of such a crystal will decrease as soon as the electric

field reaches a value large enough to sustain electron transfer into the satellite valleys.

Once the electron transfer has started, the fraction of high-energy electrons steeply

increases with the increasing electric field. Even though the velocity of those electrons

that stay behind in the central valley keeps increasing in proportion to the electric field, the

rate of electron loss from the high velocity central valley into the low velocity satellite

valleys is so rapid that, above a certain threshold field, the current, and therefore, the

average drift velocity, actually drops with further increase of the electric field, leading to

the negative differential mobility that is observed. [4] In GaAs, this threshold field is

somewhere between 3.0 and 3.5 kV/cm, and the transfer appears to be complete at about

20 kV/cm.

Similar behavior can be expected for any other semiconductor with a similar

bandstructure: a low-mass central valley and a set of high-mass satellite valleys. There are

several semiconductors that fulfill these requirements and exhibit the Gunn effect: InP,

InAs, GaAs, CdTe, and ZnSe among others.
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1.3 Properties of a good Gunn Diode

Usually, engineers have to deal with the characteristics of a material as given. However,

our purpose is to determine what are the characteristics that make a good Gunn device in

order to try to emulate these characteristics.

a. The separation of energy between the bottom of the lower valley and the bottom of the

upper valley must be several times larger than the thermal energy (kT) at room

temperature to ensure that no significant interaction between the bands occurs before the

field is great enough to heat the upper band electrons. This reduces the possibility of

impact ionization, which we do not want, and reduces the noise. The condition for

separation isE � 13kT.

b. The separation between the valleys must be smaller that the gap energy between the

conduction and valence bands. Otherwise, the semiconductor will break down and

become highly conductive before the electrons begin to transfer to the upper valleys

because large amounts of electron-hole pairs are created.

c. Electrons in the lower valley must have high mobility (small effective mass) and a low

density of states whereas those in the upper valley must have low mobility (high effective

mass) and a high density of states.
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d. The transfer process must be efficient so that the number of electrons in the satellite

valley becomes appreciably larger than the number of electrons in the central valley within

a small range of the applied electric field to ensure a negative differential mobility.

e. The transfer of energy to the lattice must be through optical polar mode scattering.

This creates a strong field dependence of electron temperature, yet the mobility will not

vary strongly with field. The scattering of electrons through the acoustical mode must be

very low.

f A rise of lattice temperature with increasing field is inevitable, and luckily, it is also

advantageous.

g. Short intervalley scattering times. This creates a more pronounced negative differential

conductance.

h. Impurity scattering must be negligible so that the density of ionized impurities be kept

low. This property depends on the cleanliness ofour fabrication process.

i. For most application purposes, we want a large peak drift velocity of the electrons,

which translates into a large peak current.

j. Also for most applications, we want a relatively small threshold voltage. In addition, at

lower electric fields, there is less noise.
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k. High resistivity material.

1. We want to avoid injection from the contacts of the diode. It increases the density as

the field is increased and therefore jeopardizes the achievement of negative resistance.

Ohmic contacts are desirable.

To determine how good is a Gunn device, we can study its current-voltage characteristics.

First, we want a large peak current and a low threshold voltage. Most important of all, we

want a large ratio ofpeak current flow to valley current flow. This ratio is related to the

band structure and scattering mechanisms of the device, and it determines the efficiency of

the Gunn oscillator/amplifier.

1.4 Indium Phosphide Gunn Diodes

Besides having an upper-valley energy level and a lower-valley energy level like GaAs,

indium phosphide (loP) also has a third middle-valley energy level. The energy difference

between the upper and lower valleys is about 0.8 eV, whereas the energy difference

between the middle and lower valleys is close to 0.6 eV.

In GaAs, the electron transfer process from the lower valley to the upper valley is

comparatively slow. At a particular voltage above threshold, current flow consists of a

larger contribution of electrons from the lower valley rather than from the upper valley.

Because of this larger contribution from the lower energy level, a relatively low peak-to

valley current ratio results.
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The InP diode has a larger peak-to-valley current ratio because electron transfer proceeds

rapidly as the field increases. This transfer occurs because the coupling between the lower

valley and upper valley in InP is weaker than in GaAs. The middle-valley energy level

provides the additional energy loss mechanism required to avoid breakdown due to the

high energies acquired by the lower-valley electrons from the weak coupling. Under

normal operating conditions, electrons concentrate in the middle valley. Because InP has

a greater energy separation between the lower valley and the nearest energy levels, the

thermal excitation of electrons has less effect and the degradation of its peak-to-valley

current ratio is about four times less than in GaAs. [5] Kamoua et al present a good

review of the literature on the material parameters of InP, including energy separation,

effective mass, intervalley coupling constant, acoustic deformation potential, LO phonon

energy, static dielectric constant, and optical dielectric constant. [6]
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1.5 Comparison between different semiconductor materials

The two most important materials that show the Gunn effect are GaAs and InP. InP has a

high peak-to-valley current ratio, while GaAs has a lower threshold voltage. Other

materials in which the Gunn effect has been observed are InAs, GaInAs, GaAsP, and

CdTe.

The intrinsic 3 dB cutoff frequency of the negative differential mobility is of about 40 GHz

for GaInAs, 100 GHz for GaAs, and 200 GHz for InP. The best experimental results

published so far for these conventional devices are 150 mW output power with 3.6%

efficiency for InP at 94 GHz and 96 mW with 2.7% efficiency at 94 GHz also for

GaAs.[7]

For CdTe samples, the response to pulsed electric fields is quite similar to that ofGaAs,

except for a higher threshold field. A major difference with GaAs is the substantially

higher threshold field, about 13 kV/cm as compared with about 3 kV/cm for GaAs.

Similar maximum efficiencies are expected for CdTe and GaAs, and it is also expected that

they operate at about the same frequency. The higher threshold field ofCdTe coupled

with its comparatively poor thermal conductivity makes it unlikely that microwave Gunn

devices can be fabricated from it. [8]

Alloys of lnAs and GaAs can be expected to yield a higher mobility than GaAs and a

wider energy gap than lnAs. Furthermore, the difference between the central and satellite

valleys in the conduction band becomes wider with the increase of the composition rate of

lnAs. This tends to make a maximum velocity higher than that ofGaAs. Also, the

InGaAs alloy has a smaller threshold field than GaAs and a substantially larger mobility
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and peak velocity. InGaAs alloys yield a very interesting conversion efficiency below 40

GHz, but have a reduced cutoff frequency as compared to GaAs and InP. [9] [10]

GaAs and GaP form a continuous series of solid solutions, and as one goes from GaAs to

GaAsO.5PO.5 the separation between the <000> and <100> minima decreases from about

0.36 eV to zero. The threshold field therefore decreases as one goes across the series, and

for phosphorus concentrations greater than 0.5, the oscillations do not longer occur. The

main advantage of this alloy is the lower threshold field. [11]
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II. Superlattices

We mentioned that one of the methods that bandgap engineers use is the juxtaposition of

heterogeneous materials to form heterojunctions. With two of these heterojunctions we

can create a quantum well. Now consider a periodic structure with many quantum wells.

The barrier layers should be thin enough to allow significant tunneling. The perpendicular

kinetic energy of electrons in such a structure breaks up into allowed bands separated by

forbidden gaps, just as we would expect in any periodic structure. Of course, this is

analogous to the formation of energy bands in solids in consequence of their periodic

crystal lattices.

2.1 Structure of a superlattice

The term superlattice generally refers to structures where the barrier layer is thin, so there

is appreciable interaction between the wave functions in neighboring wells. Research in

semiconductor superlattices was initiated in 1969 in a paper by Esaki and Tsu. [12]

Although the original proposal was to achieve a negative differential conductivity in

semiconductors, the subject of superlattices has since generated a great deal ofactivities to

gain a better understanding of these artificial semiconductor structures as well to invent

new devices to meet engineering needs.

There are important differences between the natural crystal lattice and the artificial

superlattice. First, the period of the superlattice is typically between 30 and 100
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Angstroms (A), whereas the period of the crystal lattice is only a few Angstroms.

Therefore, the energy bands of the superlattice, which arise from the coupling between the

energy levels of the potential wells, are typically much narrower (on the order of lOmeV)

than those on the crystal; they are called minibands. Second, the superlattice is generally

one-dimensional, unlike the three-dimensional crystal lattice. [13]

The creation of the minibands in a superlattice would allow for the observation of familiar

quantum mechanical properties in a new domain of physical scale. Esaki and Tsu [12]

were the first to notice that in the direction of the superlattice (perpendicular to the

superlattice planes), the narrow wave-vector zones and the narrow energy bands make it

possible for electrons to be excited beyond the energy corresponding to anE vs. k

inflection point with moderate electric fields. This would result in negative conductance

that could lead to new ultra high-speed devices. These devices would have virtually no

frequency limitation, except when the energy quantum for the frequency involved is a

significant fraction of the width of the narrow energy band.

2.2 Classification of Superlattices

Superlattices that have been grown can be placed in three general categories: lattice

matched, strained, and strained with intermediate substrate. [14] In the lattice matched

superlattices, such as GaAslAlAs and HgTe/CdTe, there is a very good match between the '

lattice constants of the two components forming the superlattice. These superlattices are

the easiest to grow; the highest quality superlattices fall in this category.
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The strained superlattices are those where the components have different lattice constants,

and one of the components is considered the substrate. The thickness of the coherent

superlattice is limited by the competition between the strain energy in the non-substrate

component and the dislocation formation energy. The strained superlattice can be grown

only up to a limited thickness before dislocations are generated. When the dislocations are

generated, there is no longer a one-to-one correspondence between the atoms across

various planes of the structure. This leads to undesirable changes in the electrical and

optical properties.

To avoid the problems caused by dislocations and still utilize the benefits ofbuilt-in strain,

a substrate with an intermediate lattice constant can be used. However, often the

substrates that are available are limited.

2.3 Fabrication

Heteroepitaxy is fundamental for the growth of a superlattice. Steady improvements in

grow techniques such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and metalorganic chemical vapor

deposition (MOCVD) during the last decade have made possible high-quality

heterostructures having designed potential profiles and impurity distributions with

dimensional control close to interatomic spacing and with virtually defect-free interfaces,

particularly in lattice-matched superlattices. In addition to MBE and MOCVD, new or

unconventional techniques such as GS (gas source) MBE [15], LP (low pressure)

MOCVD [16], CBE (chemical beam epitaxy) [17], HWE (hot wall epitaxy) [18], and

ALE (atomic layer epitaxy) [19] have been explored.
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MBE, MOCVD, and the other techniques allow monolayer (about 3 Angstroms) control

in the chemical composition of the growing crystal. The basic components of a typical

MBE growth system are banks ofKnudson cells containing the charges for the various

elements to be deposited. Materials for the host crystal as well as the dopants are

contained here. Highly reliable fast shutters are mounted in front of the cells to allow

abrupt change in chemical composition of the crystal. The crystal grows at a rate of about

one monolayer per second or about a micron per hour. The substrate on which the

growth occurs is heated to an appropriate level. For optimum control and calibration, in

situ monitoring techniques, such as Reflection High Energy Electron Diffraction

(RHEED), are mounted on the system. [14]

Nearly every semiconductor extending from zero bandgap (HgCdTe) to large bandgap

materials such as ZnSe, CdS, etc., has been grown by epitaxial techniques such as�E

and MOCVD. In MBE, atoms or molecules of the species to be grown impinge upon the

substrate in high vacuum. InMOCVD, the impinging species are complex molecules

containing the atoms which are to form the crystal ,and a dissociative chemisorption

reaction occurs at the surface.

Since the new heteroepitaxial techniques allow one to grow heterostructures with atomic

control, one can change the periodicity of the crystal in the growth direction.
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2.4 Bandstructure of Superlattices

The increase in the real space periodicity distance has very important consequences for the

bandstructure of a superlattice. In the plane ofgrowth, the periodicity distance is still

given by the face-centered cubic (fcc) unit cell. However, in the growth direction, the

periodicity has increased to several times the previous value. This means that k-space

periodicity or the reciprocal lattice vector in the x-direction has decreased by the same

factor. The extent of the first Brillouin zone has therefore decreased.

The imposition of the background periodic potential causes the formation of new

bandgaps and also alters the effective mass of the composite material.

A simple way to address the superlattice problem is to use the effective mass theory via

the Kronig-Penney model. This model is very useful to introduce the concepts of

minibands and zone folding. In the Kronig-Penney model, we assume that the electron is

described by an effective mass corresponding to the conduction band or valence band of

the semiconductor forming the superlattice, and it simply sees a superimposed periodic

potential.

The general Schrodinger equation is of the form

[-(h2/Stfm) (3/8x2) + V(x)] 'f/{x) = E'f/{x) (2.1)

where V(x) is the background potential. The effective mass m for the material at x can be

different for different regions. Note that we have suppressed the Schrodinger equation in

the plane perpendicular to the superlattice potential. The energy due to the momentum in

this perpendicular plane is given by

(2.2)
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This perpendicular energy must be added to the results obtained by the solution of

equation 2.1. Due to the periodic nature of the potential Vex), the solution ofEquation

2.1 must satisfy the Bloch theorem, i.e.

IjJ(X+d) = eir/> lfJ(x)

where ¢ = k.d and the period dis d = a + b.

In the period -b < x < a, let

(2.3)

lfJ(x) = A eijJx + Be-ijJx, if -b < x < a

lfJ(x) = D e= + Fe-iax, if a < x < a

(2.4)

where

f3 = [SJfm(E - Vo)lh2 ]112

a = [SJfmElh2 ]112

Then, in the following period, a < x < a + d,

lfJ(x) = eir/> [Aei/3(x-d) + Be-i/3(x-d)], if a < x < d

lfJ(x) = eir/> [D eia(x-d) + Fe-ia(x-d)], if d < x < a + d

From the continuity conditions at x = a and at x = a, the following system of equations is

(2.5)

obtained

A+B=D+F

f3 (A - B) = a (D - F)

(2.6)

eir/> [Aei/3b + Be-i/3b] = eir/> [D eiaa + Fe-iaa]

f3eir/> [Aei/3b _ Be-i/3b] = ae" [D e'" _ Fe-iaa]
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Non-trivial solutions for the variables A, B, D, and F are obtained only if the determinant

of their coefficient vanishes, which gives the condition

cos ¢ = cos aa cosh bo - (cl - ,{Y)/2ao sin aa sinh b8, if 0 <E < Vo (2.7).

cos ¢ = cos aa cos bP - (cl + jJ)/2ao sin aa sin bP, if E> Vo

where

0= [Stim(Vo - E)/h2 ]112

Now the energy E is physically allowed only if

-1 � cos ¢ � +1 (2.S)

We distinguish two cases:

1. 0 < E < Vo. To get a picture of the structure of the energy spectrum, we look at the

particular case for which b�O, Hoo, in such a manner that b8- remains finite. With the

notation

P = lim (a b8)/2 as b�O, Hoo

equation 2.S becomes

-1 � P (sin aa)/aa + cos aa � +1 (2.9)

By plotting this equation, it can be seen that the energy spectrum consists of a series of

separate regions, inside each ofwhich, the energy of the particle can vary continuously.

These regions are the "allowed bands," or minibands, and the ones between them are the

"forbidden bands." It can be seen that the width of the allowed bands increases as the

energy increases. Figure 2.1 shows a plot of equation 2.9.
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2. At E> Va, the possible values of the energy are determined by the condition

where

Figure 2.1 Positions ofallowed bands.
aa on the x axis. P (sin aa)/aa + cos aa on the y axis.

-1 �j(E) � +1

j(E) = cos aa cos bfJ - (ct + jJ)/2afJ sin aa sin bfJ

= cos (aa + bfJ) - (a - fJl/2afJ sin aa sin bfJ

(2.10)

(2.11)

The energy spectrum will also have a band structure in this case. The relation

aa+ bfJ= me, n = 0, 1,2, ... , which would lead to a discrete spectrum does not satisfy the

inequality of equation 2.8. Substituting aa = n(rc/2) - q; and bfJ = (rc/2) + tp into equation

2. 11, we find that

j(E) = 1 + (a - fJl/2afJ sin2 (/J > 1 for n even

= -1 - (a - f3)2/2afJ cos2(/J < -1 for n odd

(2.11)
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As the barrier width increases, the miniband width decreases until we simply have discrete

levels, as in the case of the quantum well. It is important to know that the E vs. kx relation

obtained from the superlattice gives a new effective mass in the superlattice direction.

When the barriers are very thin, this mass is just the starting mass m used in equation 2.1.

But in the extreme limit of large barriers, the mass becomes infinite.

Even though we have minibands in the one-dimensional superlattice, the real superlattices

are 3-D structures. When the transverse energy Ellof equation 2.2 is added to the

bandstructure, there is no "real energy gap" in the bandstructure. However, if an electron

is moving in the x-direction, and does not suffer any scattering, i.e., does not change its

wavevector, it will see a discontinuity in the E vs. k; relation and consequently will be

affected as if there was an energy gap present.

The Kronig-Penney model is a very simple description of the superlattice bandstructure.

We will try to use a more refined method, the tight-binding method, to obtain the

complete electronic bandstructure of the superlattice. [14]

2.5 Practical Example: Negative Differential Conductance in Superlattices

Since we mentioned how superlattices are expected to improve the electronic

characteristics that devices built with bulk semiconductors have, we present some attempts

to achieve negative differential conductance in superlattices. Devices built with these

superlattices could replace the Gunn amplifiers/oscillators in a new generation ofhigh

speed, high frequency devices.
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Mollot, Sibille, Palmier, Wang, and Esnault [20] obtained negative differential

conductance from a GaAs/AlAs superlattice at 300K. They demonstrated that this

negative differential conductance is strongly enhanced at microwave frequencies close to

the inverse transit time of the electrons.

Hadjazi, Sibille, Palmier, and Mollot [21] demonstrated that the superlattice negative

differential conductance was not due to intervalley transfer like in Gunn devices. They

showed that Gunn and superlattice diodes may appear similar, but their different

microscopic origin may give to the superlattices several advantages. For instance,

electrons in Gunn diodes must initially be heated before transferring into the upper valley

so that the electronic temperature may be higher in Gunn that in superlattice devices;

hence, superlattice oscillators may inherently be less noisy. Furthermore, their ultimate

frequency should only be limited by the intraminiband scattering time, estimated to be of

the order of 0.1 ps. In contrast, in transferred electron devices, the velocity is limited by

intervalley scattering and takes much longer (1 to 2 ps). These arguments are clearly

encouraging for the future of superlattice oscillators or other microwave devices.
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III. Two Dimensional Confinement in Semiconductors

There has been some interest in pursuing research in quasi 1-D semiconductor structures

because of their exciting potential. This potential is mainly due to the nature of the

eigenstates, eigenenergies, and density of states. We hope that our current research will

add to the knowledge and interest about these structures.

3.1 Theory

Weare interested in studying superlattices that are confined in two dimensions, leaving

free only the direction perpendicular to the superlattice. When the confinement in two

directions exhibits dimensions smaller than the carrier deBroglie wavelength, the energy

levels are quantized and these structures will be defined as quantum well wires. Let's say

that our semiconductor has been grown on the x direction. If the semiconductor is

confined in they and Z directions (with Ly and L, becoming the new"actual " dimensions of

the semiconductor), we will have a wavefunction of the form

(3.1)

where the envelope functions for an infinite barrier case have the usual form

gn(Z) = (21 Lz) 112 cos (nnzl Lz), for n odd (3.2)

gn(Z) = (21 Lz)1I2 sin innzl Lz), for n even

where the well extends from Z = - L/2 to Z = -+ Li2. Similar eigenfunctions pertain for

gI(y). [14]
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The electron energies are

En,! = h2/8rtm* [(nwLz)2 + (/WLy)2] + h2k;/8rtm* (3.3)

This will produce a density of states of the form

(3.4)

where En,/ are the various subband levels. An important effect of this quantization is that

once Ly and L, approach 500 Angstroms or less, there is enough inter-subband separation

(�50 meV) that there is no inter-subband scattering. The scattering in the same subband is

severely restricted for the I-D system. Overall this results in a severe suppression of

scattering and mobilities as high as 107 crrr' V-1 s
-1 have been predicted.

3.2 Fabrication of I-D semiconductor structures

So far, the experimental picture of superior transport in I-D systems has not been very

good. This appears to be linked to the gro'rh and fabrication difficulties. Unlike

quantum wells, the fabrication of quantum wires usually involves complex

etching/regrowth steps that probably introduce serious defects that affect the transport

properties.

In recent years, several schemes for fabricating such structures have been proposed.

These may be divided into two classes. In the first category, a reduction in the system

dimensionality is imposed by an external field (magnetic or electrostatic) applied to the

free electron gas. In general, this approach requires the use of a quantum well structure if
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high magnetics fields are used. [22] Localized lithography with a structure containing a

quantum well as well as additional sophisticated processing are required to achieve the

additional confinement [23,24] with the use of electrostatic fields. So far the only

demonstrations of one and zero degree confinement in GaAslAlAs structures have been

those ofArakawa et al [22] who used high magnetic fields on GaAs lasers or quantum

wells to demonstrate the effect of 2 and 3 dimensional confinement on laser devices

characteristics.

The second category of structures attempts to achieve confinement effects using mesa

type structures. [25, 26, 27] Because of the extremely small dimensions of the mesa

structures, surface depletion layer effects due to deep traps become important and the

characteristics of these structures are affected by these defects. Most of the important

results using this approach have been obtained on silicon devices. [27] The results on

GaAs structures [25] and InP [26] have been unclear and their interpretation remains

difficult.

The alternative scheme for increasing the degrees of carrier confinement is to use a locally

"built in" crystal potential within the structure. The first attempt used the anisotropic

chemical etching of a GaAs quantum well superlattice and the regrowth ofwider band gap

GaAlAs byMBE. [28] The main difficultywith this approach resided in controlling the

accuracy of the anisotropic etching and the quality of the regrown MBE layer. The main

problems associated with achieving a uniform etching of the mesa structure and the

regrowth of the AlGaAs cladding layer on the etched AlGaAs parts of the mesa structure

were not completely solved. A new spectral luminescence feature was observed on
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quantum well wires fabricated by this method and attributed to strain effects associated

with the structure geometry.

A different approach to building a localized crystal potential that did not involve any

lithography was later proposed. With this method, fractional alternate monolayers of

GaAlAs and GaAs are deposited byMBE on a vicinal (100) oriented GaAs substrate. [29]

The period of the vertical superlattice is controlled by the misorientation angle while the

superlattice perfection is function of the degree of ordering. The obtention of such

structures requires that growth is taking place in a layer mode and that nucleation is

initiated at step edges. [29] The presence of thermally induced kinks at the step edges had

initially prevented the obtention of these vertical superlattices. However, there is

indication that such structures have been fabricated using atomic layer epitaxy by

MOCVD. [30, 31]; the degree ofperfection or ordering in these vertical superlattices

remains to be evaluated.

The new growth methods that use a "growth interruption" [32] between deposition of

each fractional monolayer or the atomic layer epitaxy [33] method should minimize the

density of thermal kinks and improve the perfection of such structures.

A new approach in manufacturing ID and OD structures relies on intermixing locally the

narrow and wider band gap material. Such intermixing produces regions of the material

with a band gap intermediate with that of the two original materials. [34, 35] The

localized intermixing is achieved in the case ofGaAsIAlGaAs quantum wells by

interdiffusing selectively the Ga and AI across the interface.
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3.3 Two Dimensional Confinement in Superlattices

It has been proposed by Weichold [36] that confining superlattices in two dimensions

(perpendicular to the direction ofgrowth of the superlattice) can result in modifications to

the bandstructure of the superlattice.

The proposed device can be built by growing a superlattice- using molecular beam epitaxy

(MBE) and etching to produce a mesa array. [37] Figure 3.1 shows this mesa array.

,.�JJ��:;�w:(:;";�:·jY�'til
-:.. �",�'."��':''''.-.�:.

Figure 3.1 SEM photograph of an etched MBE mesa array [37]

Each mesa must have very small dimensions in the y and z directions, and would then be

covered by a layer ofbulk semiconductor on its sides, leaving the top part of the mesa

uncovered. The device will have three terminals: the bulk semiconductor will act as a gate

terminal, and the two ends of the superlattice will act as source and gate. When voltage is
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applied to the bulk semiconductor, a depletion region around the superlattice will be

created by the resulting electric field, further confining the superlattice in they and z

directions. The only free dimension will be the x direction, which is the direction of

growth of the superlattice.

It would be interesting to know how the electronic bandstructure of the superlattice

changes with varying bulk voltage, and what would the current-voltage characteristics of

the device be. We know that when electric charge carriers travel exclusively in one

direction in a superlattice, they will only "see" the minibands in that particular direction.

Therefore, the electric charge carriers will see gaps in the electronic bandstructure that will

make the material have a "different" bandgap and will give the carriers a different effective

mass.

In addition, we want to know if the electronic bandstructure in the direction of the current

(the x direction in this case) will be affected. We believe that there will be some band

bending, band folding, and/or band splitting.

Our approach is to create computer simulations that will reproduce the known electronic

bandstructures of superlattices, and then apply some confining conditions in two

dimensions to observe the effects of the two-dimensional confinement. The fabrication of

such a structure also creates particular problems that will be analyzed at a later stage of

our study.
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3.4 The tight binding method

In order to study the electronic bandstructure of superlattices, we have chosen the tight

binding method, or linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO). It is a powerful and

flexible emirical technique, and it is capable of providing a reasonably good description of

the bandstrucure of semiconductors. Explaining the tight binding method is beyond the

purpose of this text, and we will limit ourselves to summarize it and to point out the best

sources to learn about it.

The method uses a series of approximations and simplifications made to the crystal

hamiltonian. The most accurate hamiltonian which can be written for a crystal consists of

the kinectic energy of each electron, the kinectic energy of each nucleus, the potential of

each electron in the field of each other electron, the potential of each electron in the field

of each nucleus, and the potential of each nucleus in the field of each other nucleus. For a

macroscopic crystal, this hamiltonian would have a prohibitive number ofvariables, much

too large to even think of solving completely. [38]

The tight binding method comes about from the approximation that the electrons are

'tightly bound' to the atoms within the crystal. Thus, the crystal wave functions should

resemble sums of the one atom wave functions of its component atms. Because of this,

the basis states which are used to expand the crystal states are taken to be the one atom

states, or the 'orbitals' of the component atoms. The method was proposed by Bloch [39],

and much of the currently used formalism is due to Slater and Koster. [40] More

information on the tight binding method is also given by Chadi et al [41, 42], Chelikowski
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and Cohen [43], and Vogl [44]. Nara [45] has a good article on using the tight binding

method for superlattices.

We are currently working on using the tight binding method to obtain the bandstructure of

semiconductors. Our results are shown on the next two pages. The bandstructure of

GaAs that we obtained is similar to the actual bandstructure ofGaAs; however, there are

several mistakes. The first and most obvious mistake is that the valence and conduction

bands overlap. Also, most of the bands have a correct shape, but not all of them. The

bandstructure ofAlAs shows similar errors; in fact, it is not very similar to the actual

bandstructure ofAlAs. The programs used to calculate these bandstructures are shown on

Appendix A.

The origins of the errors rely on the equations that describe the interorbital interaction

energies in the crystal. We have used equations derived in the past by other researchers,

and there is probably some errors in them. We attempt to fix them by re-deriving these

equations. In the case ofbulk semiconductors, such as GaAs and InAs, we will use only

the most nearest neighbors in the lattice to calculate the bandstructure. However, in

superlattices, we most attempt to use sencond and even third nearest neighbors in the

lattice to achieve precise results.

The calculation of the bandstructure when the superlattice is confined in two dimensions

will be achieved by starting from equations similar to equations 3.1, 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4.

After the confinement conditions have been written, we include them in the tight binding

method. These equations will act as "perturbations" of the normal crystal lattice. In the

tight binding calculations, they will also look like "perturbations."
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We believe that these "perturbations" will cause the electronic bandstructure of the

superlattice to change. Once we have obtained the bandstructure of confined

superlattices, we must use it to obtain data such as effective masses and bandgaps. With

this information, we can perform Monte Carlo simulations to obtain the resulting 1-V

characteristic of the laterally confined superlattice.
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APPENDIX A

MATHLAB PROGRAM



% Program to produce the electronic bandstructure of GaAs
% Julio Toro da Silva
% Member of the,Research Group of Dr. Mark H. Weichold
% 'Dep�rtment of Electrical Engineering
% Texas A&M University
%:coliege Station, Texas

,%' February. 1996' .:

� ...... _ --�� ... � ...
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p8*gO;
matr(2,6) ;

p9*g3;
matr(3,6) ;

p9*g2;
matr(4,6) ;

p4 + p15*c1*(c2+c3) + p11*c2*c3;
p6*g2;
matr(1,7) ;

p21*sl*s3 + i*p17*s2*(c1+c3);
matr(5,7) ;

p9*g3;
matr(2,7) ;

p8*gO;
matr(3,7) ;

p9*gl;
matr(4,7) ;

-p13*sl*s2 + i*p23*c3*(sl-s2);
matr (6,7) ;

p4 + p15*c2*(c3+c1) + p11*c1*c3;
p6*g3;
matr (1,8) ;

p23*sl*s2 + i*p1*s3*(c1+c2);
matr(5,8) ;

p9*g2;
matr (2, 8) ;

p9*gl;
matr(3,8) ;

l!0"�Vi

matr(4,8) ;

-p13*sl*s3 + i*p23*c2*(sl-s3);
matr(6,8) ;

-p13*s2*s3 + i*p23*cl*(s2-s3);
matr(7,8) ;

p4 + p15*c3*(cl+c2) + pll*cl*c2;

% Solve for eigenvalues
lambda = eig(matr);



mout(1:8,x) lambda;

end

plot (kx,mout);
title ('E VS. k, for GaAs, from 000 to 100');
xlabel ( , k ' ) ;

y1 abe 1 ( , E I ) ;
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APPENDIXB

MATHCAD PROGRAM



.MCAD 304020000 1 79 3472 0

.CMD PLOTFORMAT

o 0 111 0 0 1 1

o 0 1 1 1 0 011

1 0 6 0 7 7 NO-TRACE-STRING

021

032
043

014

025
036

040

011

022
033

044

015
026
030

041

011

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD PRINT SETUP 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

21 15 0 0 3

FORMAT rd=d ct=10 im=i et=3

SET ORIGIN 0

SET TOL 0.001000000000000

SET PRNCOLWIDTH 8

SET PRNPRECISION 4

zt=15 pr=3 mass length time charge temperature t

.CMD HEADER_FOOTER 1 1 *empty* *empty* *empty* 0 1 *empty* *empty* *empty*

.CMD HEADER_FOOTER FONT fontID=14 family=Arial points=10 bold=O italic=O underline

.CMD HEADER_FOOTER_FONT fontID=15 family=Arial points=10 bold=O italic=O underline

.CMD DEFAULT TEXT PARPROPS 0 0 0

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=9 name=User�6

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=10 name=User�7

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=O family=Times�New�Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O un

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=l family=Times�New�Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O un

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=2 family=Arial points=10 bold=l italic=O underline=l

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=4 family=Arial points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=5 family=Courier�New points=10 bold=O italic=O underl

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=6 family=System points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=7 family=Script points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=8 family=Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=9 family=Modern points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=10 family=Times�New�Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O u

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=O name=Variables
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=l name=Constants
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=2 name=Text

- -

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=4 name=User�l
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=5 name=User�2
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=6 name=User�3

- -

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=7 name=User�4
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=8 name=User�5

.CMD UNITS U=l

.CMD DIMENSIONS ANALYSIS 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 128 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 128 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 0 128

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 0 128

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 128 128



.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 128 128

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 192 192 192

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY o 255 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 255 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 o 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 0 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY o 255 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 255 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 164 200 240

.EQN 14 3 327 0 0

{0:P1}NAME:-6.72357�
.EQN 0 12 1843 0 0

{0:P7}NAME:4.32100�
.EQN 0 15 1849 0 0

{0:P13}NAME:0.96000�
.EQN 0 16 1855 0 0

{0:P19}NAME:-0.06533�
.EQN 3 -43 328 0 0

{0:P2}NAME:-3.97833�
.EQN 0 12 1844 0 0

{0:P8}NAME:2.00000�
.EQN 0 15 1850 0 0

{0:P14}NAME:0.44445�
.EQN 0 16 1856 0 0

{0:P20}NAME:0.78000�
.EQN 3 -43 329 0 0

{0:P3}NAME:0.64095�
.EQN 0 12 1845 0 0

{0:P9}NAME:5.50000�
.EQN 0 15 1851 0 0

{0:P15}NAME:1.12077�
.EQN 0 16 1857 0 0

{0:P21}NAME:-0.08000�
.EQN 2 0 1858 0 0

{0:P22}NAME:0�
.EQN 1 -43 330 0 0

{0:P4}NAME:2.87407�
.EQN 0 12 1846 0 0

{0:P10}NAME:-0.33905�
.EQN 0 15 1852 0 0

{0:P16}NAME:0.04520�
.EQN 1 16 1859 0 0

{0:P23}NAME:0�
.EQN 2 -43 334 0 0

{0:P5}NAME:-6.90000�
.EQN 0 12 1847 0 0

{0:P11}NAME:-1.75633�
.EQN 0 15 1853 0 0

{0:P17}NAME:0.09640�
.EQN 3 -27 335 0 0

{0:P6}NAME:5.24000�
.EQN 0 12 1848 0 0

{0:P12}NAME:0.60000�
.EQN 0 15 1854 0 0

{0:P18}NAME:-0.04738�
.EQN 16 -29 3352 0 0

{ 0 : X } NAME ( { 0 : kx }NAME) : ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( { 0 : ky } NAME
{0:S2}NAME) {72}AME({0:\p}NAME*{0:ky}NAME»»{71}3aNAME)a72aAME(aO:OpaNAME*aO:kzaNA

{72}AME)�(2)+({0:kY}NAME)�(2)+({0:kz}NAME)�(2»)�((1)/(2)»»{71}AME}{72}AME({0:\p



{0:kx}NAME)/(2))*{0:sin}NAME({0:\p}NAME*({0:ky}NAME)/(2))*{O:sin}NAME({O:\p}NAME*(
{0:Im}NAME({0:sin}NAME({0:\p}NAME*({0:kx}NAME)/(2))*{0:cos} NAME ({O:\p}NAME* ({O:ky}
({0:\p}NAME*({0:kz}NAME)/(2))+{0:Im}NAME({0:cos}NAME({0:\p}NAME*({0:kx}NAME)/(2))*
*({0:ky}NAME)/(2))*{0:cos}NAME({0:\p}NAME*({0:kz}NAME)/(2))+{O:Im}NAME({O:cos}NAME
{0:C1}NAME*({0:C2}NAME+{0:C3}NAME)+{0:P11}NAME*{0:C2}NAME*{0:C3}NAME») {71}AME) {72
{0:P21}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S2}NAME+{0:Im}NAME({0:P17}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*({0:C2}NAME+{0
{0:C2}NAME)) {71}AME) {72}3}NAME+{0:P14}NAME*{0:C3}NAME*({0:C1}NAME+{0:C2}NAME)+{0:
»))) {71}AME) {72}12}NAME*{0:S2}NAME*{0:S3}NAME-{0:Im}NAME(({0:P12}NAME*{0:C1}NAME*(
) {71}AME) {72}12}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S3}NAME-{0:Im}NAME({0:P12}NAME*{0:C2}NAME*({0:S
(-{0:P7}NAME*{0:g3}NAME)) {71}AME) {72}20}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S3}NAME+{0:P16}NAME*{0
{0:Im}NAME({0:P17}NAME*{0:S3}NAME*({0:C1}NAME+{0:C2}NAME»))) {71}AME) {72}3}NAME+{0
) {72}12}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S2}NAME-{0:Im}NAME({0:P22}NAME*{0:C3}NAME*({0:Sl}NAME-{
{0:P11}NAME*{0:C1}NAME*{0:C3}NAME))) {71}AME) {72}13}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S2}NAME+{0:I
*({0:C3}NAME+{0:C1}NAME»)) {71}AME) {72}3}NAME+{0:P14}NAME*{0:C1}NAME*({0:C2}NAME+
]»)) {71}AME) {72}8}NAME*{0:gO}NAME))) {71}AME) {72}20}NAME*{0:S2}NAME*{0:S3}NAME+{0:I
{72}2}NAME+{0:P19}NAME*({0:C1}NAME*{0:C2}NAME+{0:C2}NAME*{0:C3}NAME+{0:C3}NAME*{0:
{0:P5}NAME*{0:gO}NAME»)) {71}AME) {72}1}NAME+{0:P18}NAME*({0:C1}NAME*{0:C2}NAME+{0:C
{0:px1pZ1}NAME6{0:SlpZ1}NAME6{0:pzOpz1}NAME6{0:pyOpz1}NAME6{0:pxOpz1}NAME6{0:sOpz1
{0:Slpx1}NAME6{0:pzOpx1}NAME6{0:pyOpx1}NAME6{0:pxOpX1}NAME6{0:sOpx1}NAME6{0:Slpz1}
{0:pzOpzO}NAME6{0:pyOpzO}NAME6{0:pxOpzO}NAME6{0:sOpZO}NAME6{0:pyOpZ1}NAME6{0:pyOpy
{0:pXOpyO}NAME6{0:pxOpxO}NAME6{0:sOpxO}NAME6{0:sOpz1}NAME6{0:sOpY1}NAME6{0:sOpx1}N
.EQN 192 4 3328 0 0

{0:j}NAME:1;50
.EQN 0 9 3335 0 0

{O:ky}NAME:O
.EQN 0 6 3336 0 0

{O:kz}NAME:O
.EQN 6 -15 3325 0 0

({O:kx}NAME) [({O:j}NAME) :0,0.02,0.04,0.06,0.08,0.1,0.12,0.14,0.16,0.2,0.22,0.24,0.
0.98,1
.EQN 3 7 3339 0 0

({ 0 : k }NAME) [({ 0 : j }NAME) : ( ( ( ( ( { 0 : kx}NAME) [({ 0 : j }NAME) ) )
"

(2) + ( { 0 : ky}NAME)
"

(2) + ( { 0 : kz

.EQN 10 10 3356 0 0

{0:i}NAME:0;7
.EQN 4 -12 3343 0 0

( { 0 : k }NAME) [( { 0 : j }NAME) =_ n_

u_1_1_
.EQN 6 9 3465 0 0

{O:E}NAME({O:j}NAME) :{0:eigenva1s}NAME({0:X}NAME(({0:kx}NAME) [({O:j}NAME»)
.EQN 5 0 3466 0 0

( { 0 : M }NAME) [( { 0 : i }NAME, { 0 : j }NAME) : ({ 0 : E } NAME ( { 0 : j }NAME) ) [( { 0 : i }NAME)
.TXT 118 -18 3470 0 0

C x1,1,0,0
.EQN 5 1 3472 0 0

_n_u_l_l_&_n_u_l_l_&(_n_u_l_l_&_n_u_l_l_)&({O:M}NAME) [({O:i}NAME,{O:j}NAME)@l&O&(_
o 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 k-wave vector

o 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 Energy
o 0 6 0 2 2 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 2 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 3 2 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 3 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 4 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 2 5 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 3 6 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 0 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 2 2 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 3 3 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 4 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 5 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 2 6 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING



o 3 0 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
1 1 1 64 58 10 0 3 E-k Diagram(GaAs)



.MCAD 304020000 1 79 3472 0

.CMD PLOTFORMAT

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

0 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1

1 0 6 0 7 7 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 2 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 3 2 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 4 3 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 4 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 2 5 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 3 6 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 4 0 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 1 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 2 2 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 3 3 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING

0 4 4 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 5 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 2 6 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 3 0 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 4 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 21 15 0 o 3

.CMD FORMAT rd=d ct=10 im=i et=3 zt=15 pr=3 mass length time charge temperature t

.CMD SET ORIGIN 0

.CMD SET TOL 0.001000000000000

.CMD SET PRNCOLWIDTH 8

.CMD SET PRNPRECISION 4

.CMD PRINT SETUP 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 0

.CMD HEADER_FOOTER 1 1 *empty* *empty* *empty* 0 1 *empty* *empty* *empty*

.CMD HEADER_FOOTER_FONT fontID=14 family=Arial points=10 bold=O italic=O underline

.CMD HEADER_FOOTER_FONT fontID=15 family=Arial points=10 bold=O italic=O underline

.CMD DEFAULT TEXT PARPROPS 0 0 0
- -

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=O name=Variables

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=8 name=User�5
- -

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=9 name=User�6

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=10 name=User�7

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=O family=Times�New�Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O un

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=1 family=Times�New�Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O un

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=2 family=Arial points=10 bold=1 italic=O underline=1

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=4 family=Arial points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=5 family=Courier�New points=10 bold=O italic=O underl

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=6 family=System points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=7 family=Script points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=8 family=Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=9 family=Modern points=10 bold=O italic=O underline=O

.CMD DEFINE FONTSTYLE fontID=10 family=Times�New�Roman points=10 bold=O italic=O u

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=1 name=Constants
- -

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=2 name=Text

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=4 name=User�1
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=5 name=User�2
DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=6 name=User�3

- -

DEFINE FONTSTYLE NAME fontID=7 name=User�4

.CMD UNITS U=1

.CMD DIMENSIONS ANALYSIS 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 0 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 128 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 128 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 0 128

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 0 128

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 0 128 128



.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 128 128 128

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 192 192 192

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 o 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY o 255 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 255 0

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY o 0 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 0 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY o 255 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 255 255 255

.CMD COLORTAB ENTRY 164 200 240

.EQN 14 3 327 0 0

{0:P1}NAME:-6.15167�
.EQN 0 12 1843 0 0

{0:P7}NAME:4.05000�
.EQN 0 15 1849 0 0

{0:P13}NAME:1.33000�
.EQN 0 16 1855 0 0

{0:P19}NAME:-0.07647�
.EQN 3 -43 328 0 0

{0:P2}NAME:-1.99217�
.EQN 0 12 1844 0 0

{0:P8}NAME:2.00800�
.EQN 0 15 1850 0 0

{0:P14}NAME:0.55220�
.EQN 0 16 1856 0 0

{0:P20}NAME:0.054000�
.EQN 3 -43 329 0 0

{0:P3}NAME:1.21070�
.EQN 0 12 1845 0 0

{0:P9}NAME:4.85000�
.EQN 0 15 1851 0 0

{0:P15}NAME:1.10535�
.EQN 0 16 1857 0 0

{0:P21}NAME:-{0}0.12000�
.EQN 2 0 1858 0 0

{0:P22}NAME:0�
.EQN 1 -43 330 0 0

{0:P4}NAME:2.33175�
.EQN 0 12 1846 0 0

{0:P10}NAME:-1.12060�
.EQN 0 15 1852 0 0

{0:P16}NAME:0.04000�
.EQN 1 16 1859 0 0

{0:P23}NAME:0�
.EQN 2 -43 334 0 0

{0:P5}NAME:-7.16000�
.EQN 0 12 1847 0 0

{0:P11}NAME:-1.16695�
.EQN 0 15 1853 0 0

{0:P17}NAME:0.07300�
.EQN 3 -27 335 0 0

{0:P6}NAME:5.252000�
.EQN 0 12 1848 0 0

{0:P12}NAME:0.76000�
.EQN 0 15 1854 0 0

{0:P18}NAME:-0.02557�
.EQN 16 -29 3352 0 0

{ 0 : X} NAME { { 0 : kx } NAME) : { { { { { { { { { { { { { { { { { { ( ( ( { { ( ( ( ( ( { { { { ( ( ( { { { ( { ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( ( { 0 : ky } NAME
{0:S2}NAME) {72}AME{{0:\p}NAME*{0:ky}NAME)))) {71}3aNAME) a72aAME (aO:OpaNAME*aO:kzaNA
{72}AME)A(2)+({0:ky}NAME)A(2)+({0:kz}NAME)A(2»)A«l)/{2)»»{71}AME){72}AME{{0:\p



{0:kx}NAME}/{2}}*{0:sin}NAME{{0:\p}NAME*{{0:ky}NAME}/{2}}*{O:sin}NAME{{O:\p}NAME*{
{0:Im}NAME{{0:sin}NAME{{0:\p}NAME*{{0:kx}NAME}/{2}}*{0:COs}NAME{{O:\p}NAME*{{O:kY}
{{0:\p}NAME*{{0:kz}NAME}/{2}}+{0:Im}NAME{{0:cos}NAME{{0:\p}NAME*{{0:kx}NAME}/{2}}*
*{{0:ky}NAME}/{2}}*{0:COS}NAME{{0:\p}NAME*{{0:kz}NAME}/{2}}+{O:Im}NAME{{O:cos}NAME
{0:C1}NAME*{{0:C2}NAME+{0:C3}NAME}+{0:P11}NAME*{0:C2}NAME*{0:C3}NAME}}} {71}AME} {72
{0:P21}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S2}NAME+{0:Im}NAME{{0:P17}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{{0:C2}NAME+{0
{0:C2}NAME}}} {71}AME} {72}3}NAME+{0:P14}NAME*{0:C3}NAME*{{0:C1}NAME+{0:C2 }NAME}+{O:
)}}} {71}AME} {72}12}NAME*{0:S2}NAME*{0:S3}NAME-{0:Im}NAME{{{0:P12}NAME*{0:C1}NAME*{
} {71}AME} {72}12}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S3}NAME-{0:Im}NAME{{0:P12}NAME*{0:C2}NAME*{{0:S
{-{0:P7}NAME*{0:g3}NAME}}} {71}AME} {72}20}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S3}NAME+{0:P16}NAME*{0
{0:Im}NAME{{0:P17}NAME*{0:S3}NAME*{{0:C1}NAME+{0:C2}NAME}}}}} {71}AME} {72}3}NAME+{0
} {72}12}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S2}NAME-{0:Im}NAME{{0:P22}NAME*{0:C3}NAME*{{0:Sl}NAME-{
{0:P11}NAME*{0:C1}NAME*{0:C3}NAME}}} {71}AME} {72}13}NAME*{0:Sl}NAME*{0:S2}NAME+{0:I
*{{0:C3}NAME+{0:C1}NAME}}}}} {71}AME} {72}3}NAME+{0:P14}NAME*{0:C1}NAME*{{0:C2}NAME+
]}}} {71}AME} {72}8}NAME*{0:gO}NAME}}} {71}AME} {72}20}NAME*{0:S2}NAME*{0:S3}NAME+{0:I
{72}2}NAME+{0:P19}NAME*{{0:C1}NAME*{0:C2}NAME+{0:C2}NAME*{0:C3}NAME+{0:C3}NAME*{0:
{0:P5}NAME*{0:gO}NAME}}} {71}AME} {72}1}NAME+{0:P18}NAME*{{0:C1}NAME*{0:C2}NAME+{0:C
{0:px1pZ1}NAMEo{0:slpz1}NAMEo{0:pzOpZ1}NAMEo{0:pyOpz1}NAMEo{0:pXOpZ1}NAMEo{0:sOpZ1
{0:Slpx1}NAMEo{0:pzOpX1}NAMEo{0:pyOpx1}NAMEo{0:pxOpx1}NAMEo{0:SOpX1}NAMEo{0:SlpZ1}
{O:pzOpzO}NAMEo{O:pyOpzO}NAMEo{O:pxOpZO}NAMEo{O:SOpzO}NAMEo{0:pyOpz1}NAMEo{0:pyOpy
{0:pxOpyO}NAMEo{0:pXOpxO}NAMEo{0:sOpxO}NAMEo{0:sOpZ1}NAMEo{0:sOpy1}NAMEo{0:sOpx1}N
.EQN 192 4 3328 0 0

{0:j}NAME:1;50
.EQN 0 9 3335 0 0

{O:kY}NAME:O
.EQN 0 6 3336 0 0

{O:kz}NAME:O
.EQN 6 -15 3325 0 0

{{O:kx}NAME} [{{O:j}NAME} :0,0.02,0.04,0.06,0.08,0.1,0.12,0.14,0.16,0.2,0.22,0.24,0.
0.98,1
.EQN 3 7 3339 0 0

{ { 0 : k }NAME} [{ { 0 : j }NAME) : { { { { { { 0 : kx }NAME) [{ { 0 : j }NAME) ) )
�

(2) + { { 0 : ky }NAME)
�

(2) + { { 0 : kZ

.EQN 10 10 3356 0 0

{0:i}NAME:0;7
.EQN 4 -12 3343 0 0

{{O:k}NAME} [{{O:j}NAME}=_n_li_l_l_
.EQN 6 9 3465 0 0

{O:E}NAME{{O:j}NAME} :{O:eigenvals}NAME{{O:X}NAME{{{O:kx}NAME) [({O:j}NAME»)
.EQN 5 0 3466 0 0

{ { 0 : M }NAME} [{ { 0 : i }NAME, { 0 : j }NAME) : ({ 0 : E } NAME { { 0 : j }NAME) ) [({ 0 : i }NAME)
.TXT 118 -18 3470 0 0

C x1,1,0,0
.EQN 5 1 3472 0 0

_n_li_l_l_&_n_li_l_l_&{_n_li_l_l_&_n_li_l_l_)&{{O:M}NAME) [({O:i}NAME,{O:j}NAME)@l&O&(_
o 0 1 1 1 0 0 Ilk-wave vector

o 0 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 Energy
o 0 6 0 2 2 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 2 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 3 2 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 3 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 1 4 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 2 5 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 3 6 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 0 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 2 2 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 3 3 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
044 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 1 5 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
0 2 6 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING



o 3 0 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
o 4 1 0 1 1 NO-TRACE-STRING
1 1 1 64 58 10 0 3 E-k Diagram (AlAs)


